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Divisionz 

Misconceptions and associations 

To certain neighborhoods and places 

Causes problems, in between the “races” 

Even though we all 1 

Humans being with different faces. 

Traces of our ancestors, whoever they may be; 

Will lead us back to Africa, where mother nature started see. 

They call me, African American, but I am far from Africa 

A continent with many languages that I can’t understand but 

When speaking in this land, correct or proper english… 

I get called white so, should I unlearn? 

Ebonics some say, is wrong not right so 

Should I speak in silence? 

I’m not sure but now I hear sirens and 

With this black skin they assume that I am violent 

So, now I need to vanish… 

They call me, Spanish here. 

Whether I am from South America, or from the South Bronx 

I am Hispanic, or am I His Panic 

Speaking Spanish I am called a language but 

They don’t call you English white boy, they don’t call you English 

My, eyes are, slightly different here 

But to me they are the same as we and 

My ancestors looked like me and 



These are my eyes. 

Yours are far away but they watch 

Under the same skies 

See, they, clump a whole continent into one single group 

Asian doesn’t mean strictly, Chinese food or 

That we’re all related… 

India’s in Asia 

And we also have Cambodian, Korean and Japanese 

Laotian among hundreds of other countries, 

Languages’ and cultures but 

Here we are seen as, one mere cluster. 

“Oh, oh my people” 

have been here before history. 

B-4 His Story, my, ancestors lived here peacefully 

But now we drink continuously  

Locked down on reservations 

Reserved for concentration camps to be pushed across nations 

Reservations at restaurants are made in advance while 

Our reservations, don’t allow us to advance we’ve been 

Continuously disadvantaged but 

I’m not complaining.  

I am crying out for justice across all plains in range and, 

I just wish my “tribes” wouldn’t pay Tribute anymore cuz 

Four more scores of sores 

will shatter mother earth to her inner cores, root. 



I used to crack the whip, that’s why you call me cracker now 

My, skin leaves me free from sin and 

White privilege helps me begin 

To, end your existence. 

All of you who leave imprints in the system. 

Slave before, turn to criminal now. 

Slave mentality increases, when I am on the prowl… 

They call me, faggot, dyke, queer, that’s soooo gay! 

What’s the use of livin’ if that’s, all that they can say. 

Ignore my talents and my gifts, and who I really am 

Judging me by who I love like it’s a sin, damn 

Sometimes I wish that I could change, why can’t I be straight? 

I know you think I’m different, can I decide my fate? 

Yet still for this you hate 

You swear that I done changed but… 

I am still the same inside, your loss you can’t relate. 

We are all the same inside 

Your loss, 

if you cannot, 

relate.  

 

 

 

 



Bitch Hop 

Many heads are ignorant 

Or even claimin’ consciousness 

But you call each other dog, what kinda shit is this!? 

If male = dog 

A female dog is a bitch 

I guess that’s why you call me this in all ya lyrics 

No queens or goddess’s 

Cuz chicken heads have infiltrated all ya premises 

So now your premise is 

To perpetuate the myth 

Perpetrated consciousness while bowing down to three fifths 

The list is endless and plus the answers obvious 

A dog obeys his master doing tricks for biscuits 

A dog obeys his maters doing tricks for biscuits so 

Let me ask you what yer doing? Is there a difference? 

How much change you makin will u wind up pennyless 

Or is your change a continuation of the mindless? 

I’m, not trying to dis I just wish to shed some light on this 

Cuz I’m, sick a all this bitch hop 

Disguised as “hip hop”  

That’s turned to his hop from 

Spirituals to bebop and doowop to uplift  

You’ve flipped our most powerful tool 

You got no grip. 



A mere offspring of the larger, establishment 

Imitations mimicking each other cloning ignorance 

Imitations mimicking each other cloning ignorance 

Of the Monstermerica 

Copying the patriarchal white skinned master 

Immature with empty mansions 

Empty minds with thoughtless actions 

Thinking that you different, but you just like them 

Accepting all their rules then thinking, that you disrespecting them? 

We, all fall victim to the system cuz it’s everywhere so 

Be aware of everything and, don’t accept a thing from them; 

Without questioning, what is really happening, 

oh and, one more thing… 

 

We all keep talking Babylon and the Beast, 

But don’t forget the masses who will wait and watch as they feast. 

Turning your back, does not let you off the hook you 

Saw and you looked and stood by and did nothing. 

And now look whose contributing, to genocide and suffering. 

Now look whose contributing to genocide and suffering.  

 

 

 

 



 

Matriarch 

Sing: Always, walk with, your, head, up… 

We walkin’ with our head up, walkin’ with our head up 

We’ve been looking down for too long 

And now we fed up so we walk with our head up. 

We be women wandering the earth on deep missions 

Wise beyond the times, we keep you wondering; 

While waitin’ for the seed to set in 

Planted with a women’s touch our waves are rippling 

To all bodies of water while our bodies have been tortured 

They, portray us as less than. 

Images of anorexic so called beauty with no clothes on 

Likes blacks were we’ve been 3/5th of a man 

Unequal in their eyes, even today 

Disrespected, in many ways 

Eroticized, for race and sex combined 

Exploitation! Of women! 

And we let them do it. 

How you gonna let him wear some winter gear and your half naked!? 

Dogs and bitches, pimps and hoes, 

male and female today that’s how it goes? 

It’s not cute to act stupid or sell your soul for fool’s gold 

Our bodies are our temples and we fit – no – mold 

We, goddesses and queens, empresses and never no less 



Daughters mothers sisters and friends, powerful tests 

We go through in life 

We have the power to give birth and become a wife but 

Sometimes we act like the dirt that they treat us like 

All the while, we have came from the earth 

Our birth here, is not a waste or a curse 

The, images created, are a fantasy that’s fake 

Only playing with minds, causing, 

immaturities that stem from their twisted minds 

We, mental and material slaves, we need to break the chains cuz 

Women! Are not weak! 

We warriors with strength, and we need to seek 

Our purpose, we don’t deserve this 

Didn’t you know that matriarchal societies have existed? 

Where women were the rulers and villages were uplifted 

But now we live under patriarchal domination 

Just got the right to vote and still get less wages! 

While they rape our brains with pages and pages 

of pictures that portray… 

Women only one way. 

Tall blonde and skinny like a Barbie doll whose body, 

is impossible to emulate 

So we hardly, see ourselves as beautiful cuz everywhere we turn 

Bombarded by something to make us perfect so we learn 

That something’s wrong with us, when there really isn’t 



We all come from sperm but the womb is where we were created 

Whispers in the wind are really souls of women 

We too can walk on water just like Yeshua did so 

Never disrespect yourself or let another dis you we be 

Women warriors, truly powerful and beautiful 

 

There isn’t anything at all that you couldn’t do 

There isn’t anything at all that we can’t do 

There isn’t anything at all that you couldn’t do 

There isn’t anything at all that we can’t do 

 

Cuz we’re, equal to men plus we’re half the planet 

Equal to men plus we’re half the planet 

I said equal to men plus we’re half the planet, 

and no one would be here without us 

We planned it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Cracker 

I’ve rested my feet on steps in clown town in the freezin’ cold, 

Where some folks are scared to go. 

Surrounded by drug dealers who race each other to 

Each car to catch each custy 

to see who could make the most money. 

And I’ve, smoked el’s in stairwells where cyphers dwell 

Underground like hell. 

Rolling, every kind of cigar that has ever been manufactured, 

Packed wools wit coke turn to crack and then 

crackheads get cracked on cuz 

They might not have the means to stop their cravings. 

I got cracked in the head once for being a cracker and 

My favorite crackers are triscuits and peanut butter but 

Why? Are so many of our youth killing each other and 

Why do so many think of killing themselves? 

Internalized oppression, mind bending 

While some’s succeeding, other hearts are bleeding 

Strong souls wit no goals taught to keep minds weak 

not taught to think only  

Told how to speak your 

Accent and broken English is wrong you 

Must be stupid man 

Speak white, child 



Speak right, child 

Meanwhile bilingual youth grow to articulate intelligence  

Which supersedes elite college graduates in terms of consciousness 

And true sense, not common sense cuz 

Ordinary nonsense is not good enough for truth’s existence you see  

It’s sad because symptoms in the system are not simply overcome 

So I have to spend my priceless time trying to, 

stomp out the senseless 

In an endless struggle for something that is 

supposed to be an automatic attribute 

Given to all creatures at our birth by a higher power 

who lives within 

Be it, it, her or him 

Whether you sing chants or hymns the 

Word is where the confusion begins 

Many names have been created and debated… 

But they all mean the same thing. 

Whether or not I walk into a building on a Sunday morning 

Does not determine whether I understand, a spiritual being 

Overstand all things, creation brings. 

 

 

 

 



 

Jordan’s 

How many Jordan’s have come out since 1997? 

How many do you own? 

Better yet, 

How many have been killed for stepping on someone’s toes? 

Sneakers. You paid at least $100 for, 

cost almost nothing to make. 

While the workers making them get paid half of a minimum wage. 

Then Jordan, drops a $100,000 dollars on a hand of cards, 

Gambling, amazing, the discrepancy is so bizarre. 

Jordan’s, been popular, since I was a kid 

I know this becuz the kid who lived around the corner 

with single mom welfare recipient, 

had every new pair emerging on shelves. 

Never coming out fast enuff for consumers. 

Who waited, anticipated,  

spending every penny they could scrape up on these $100 sneakers. 

Because the void inside without them is too painful. 

We, dress up the outside when we feel less than and shameful. 

Feel like a garbage can, or, can’t feel anything; 

numb from desensitizing. 

We, pack and we fill, refill and supersize; 

just so for a split second we can feel alive? 

While, my parents, refused to spend savings on sweatshop swishes, 

my wishes were only to own just one pair, 



(of Nike’s! let alone Jordan’s) 

but no matter how hard I begged and I pleaded 

I needed these sneakers like music needs speakers. 

My mom, was the shorted out rat chewed wire. 

Trust me there was no getting through to this woman. 

She wouldn’t budge. 

She stood in between, me and my dream 

For sneakers 

I used to play basketball, but was too scared to join a team.  

But that’s another story, I’m talking about 

Jordan, a dream, for young black boys bouncing basketballs… 

But how many future Jordan’s get ignored? 

While still purchasing shoes that they cannot afford. 

While, bell hooks explains the Jump Man Jordan logo, 

COMMODIFIED 

His body signifying an upper class lifestyle, glorified. 

Gravity defying, meaning, not attainable in this lifetime. 

So, what are the options? 

cuz we want something automatic, 

something that comes easy, naturally. 

While Jordan, is seen as a “natural” 

We don’t realize the endless hours of practice put into his precision. 

Wanting things so automatic, we, 

shoot off our weapons without aiming. 

Black bodies reduced to body parts, in cages containing 

Capacity for knowledge. 

You know, more body, implies less mind. 



This is why it is assumed Black people have natural rhythm 

And, white people don’t have none. 

Pervasive stereotypes subconsciously conjuring perceptions; 

Black people are more body, and less mind. 

And white people, more mind and less body, intellectual. 

I learned this the hard way, 

always too shy to dance, and never feeling smart enough. 

At least I can say honestly, 

I have never owned a pair of Jordan’s! 

And thank God cuz those are some ugly f*cking sneakers! Lol 

I mean, peel that Jordan JUMPMan emblem off 

and see if any person in their right mind 

would find any of those designs attractive. 

Are they even comfortable? Do they really make you jump higher? 

Ask the white men, cuz you know -  they can’t jump, naturally; 

it must be because 

“Black people have that extra little bone in their ankle” 

I mean, that’s what my college art instructor told me. 

It’s disgusting, unfathomable, the lengths people will go 

to separate, other, marginalize, smother, 

enslave, cover, colonize, “discover” 

blackbirding…out sourcing…trafficking…sweatshops… 

Modern day slavery, 

a human - chop shop. 

 

 



 

 

I counted, 28 boxes of Jordan’s, stacked up against the wall. That coulda 
been a car, or a library full of books. 

What symbols do you worship? 

 



A  Piece on Peace 

Shalom 
I’ll open with a prayer, for passages of peace 

In hopes that one day, this goal will be reached 

Lokah samastha sukhino bhavanthu 

may this world be filled with well-being and happiness 

Non-Violence, Peace, Non Violence, Peace. 

No justice, no peace, Violence, speaks, 

Frustration, anger, energy unleashed  

riots wreak, violence speaks, 

outward violence on innocent strangers 

inward violence suicide angers 

Why, Is a gun, called, a piece? 

Violence speaks, but so, does peace 

Violence/peace, violence/peace 

 
Peace - the power that is not power, 

yet more powerful, than any man made weapon 

rest in peace, Gil Scott Heron who said 

we gotta work for peace 

peace is not the absence of war 

it is the absence of the threats of war, the rumors of war 

 
Ahimsa, meaning non-harming 

Not simply non-violence but, not harming, 

ourselves and others. 

This includes actions, words, and thoughts 



Because thoughts, are taking energy, 

influencing delicately 

Water crystals show us how our thoughts and words affect us 

So be cautious how you choose to connect, it is infectious 

 

From Gandhi, to King, Mandela and Obama, 

But where are the women with the battle armor? 

Women on the front lines, risking their lives like 

Wangari Matthai, planting trees for peace, 

but also so all can eat and breathe. 

The mother, the earth, the mother, the earth 

Birth, cycle, death, hurt 

The mother, the earth, the mother, the earth 

A culture of violence, against women 

The loss of the goddess, the mother, the earth 

 

Peace jam, a global call to action, 

a billion acts of peace, a mere fraction 

of 7 billion breathin’, concurrently on earth 

half, are women, and so, we birth 

Peace, 

it starts within, 

please, now, begin. 

Shanti, shanti, shanti, peace, peace, peace 

Aight, Peace 

 

 



Slave 2 Prison Pipeline 

Wars on This, and wars on that 

are really wars on blaming of the victim, fact 

war on students, and war on teachers 

takes the focus off a scoundrels suckin schools dry like leeches 

War on drugs, wuz a war on the poor 

lock em up like they thugs we breedin more and more 

we got stop and frisk, and cop intuition means 

that they can pull u over for, reasonable suspicion. 

according to whose reason? and whose suspicion? 

racial profiling got proof more than missions 

evangelizing whole continents? that's suspicious 

now it's war on terror, an invisible evil 

“it was a dark skinned male” half the world is looking see thru 

suspicious, suspect, u fit the description 

if u not white u stereotyped, no recognition 

listen, civilizations use scapegoats, 

we all get a turn except for black folks cuz they always it 

always number one, 

when it comes to public enemy the barrel of a gun 

black man treated like a boy, less than a man 

but black boy tried as a man, understand? 

while white boys seen as, innocent kids, 

even after 18, they still adolescents 

“realities of racism and false freedom, from slavery to prison” 



the title of a paper i wrote more than 10 years ago 

to scratch the surface of the prison industrial complex 

now things seem to be even more complex yet 

we all know someone who’s been incarcerated, 

or is incarcerated; or will be 

The problem is there's problems that are monstrosities 

and at the same time, we need to take responsibilities 

i see, so many serving time and servin’ time again 

revolving door recidivism, a form of recycling, 

bodies, that's used as commodities 

flesh just a number or a cog in the wheel, 

that is rusted from within like some iron or steel. 

Department of Corrections but what are they correcting? 

like a red pen markin up a test did u do your best? maybe, 

if you were taught to the test and 

fed thru the pipeline of private-ization 

a charter where ya children really aren't embracin, 

reading, or learning or thinking critically 

cuz the critical condition of the system needs surgery 

so don't be fooled by Americans for Prosperity 

tellin u we need less government and they're the problem 

i'd never thought i'd say this but, they are not the problem 

well kinda, it's time ta 

connect the dots so you can color in the lines ta 

fill in the blanks cuz we're way behind the, 



ball. that we dropped a long time ago, 

dropped like a bomb in a room with nowhere to go 

so who is behind this? is there, a mastermind? 

lets trace how they privatize, see the crooked line, 

straight to the Koch brothers, plus ALEC, 

not a smart alec or the coke in your nose brothers 

actually American Legislative Exchange Council 

funded by the rich and infamous Koch brothers 

who pollute and cover everything with loot brothers 

more like the devil’s advocate 

for far right wing conservative corporate interest, 

messing up our taxes, voting, schools and policies 

through plutocratic oligopolies, it's not democratic 

school to prison pipeline, slave to prison work line 

who gets paid off our backs and spines? 

undermine education dropping textbooks like landmines 

testing to confine millions of malleable minds 

illiterate, graduates, inmates who can't read 

dropout rates so high, they legalizin weed 

more like push outs, or burn outs, can we rise and succeed? 

if we keep on building, without destroying? 

more metal buildings holdin unemployment, 

rates in a cage release to find paved streets, 

not with gold or with goals in reach 

hit the street seek work when it's all on-line 



we got folks who can't read like they legally blind 

this is indefensible in a nation that shines, 

a light like we number one, all the time. 

Wars on This, and wars on that 

are really wars on blaming of the victim, fact x2 

CCA, and NRA, with the Koch brothers, they pay to play 

cuz programs = progress, but policy equals power 

so they pay their way to change laws, the people they devour 

it's a quicker picker up puttin pesos, in pockets of these politicians, 

souless blood suckers spittin missions; 

more like mission, impossible, 

a James Bond legend they can never live up to. 

So what will you do? cuz now its up to you,  

to run, or speak, or vote, or read, or sign, 

or organize, now's the time  

to run, or speak, or vote, or read, or sign, 

or organize, now's the time  

to run, or speak, or vote, or read, or sign, 

or organize, now's the time… 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ayiti 7.0 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

HARP: a beautiful, stringed instrument 

Pluck a note with remotes… 

Crescendos in an instant. 

When the earthquake hit, Couldn’t believe my eyes 

Started questioning, everything I’ve grown to realize 

Like Faith-karma-even the most high 

Why? What does this mean? I get No reply 

Why, how could this happen? Of all places 

Pinpoint hit on the place where the faces 

Are darker, and the races won’t mix much 

Cuz hatred of skin touch fluxes the matrix 

See black no lasik, eyes that are tainted 

Haiti. Hit with a 7.0 

7 days later pulled a women out the rubble 

singing, a grandmother 

human beings suffering 2 much 

another / earthquake hit 

hearts shattered again, 

my people can’t find they families and friends 

get them out, dig them out, ship them out, fly them out 



but NO, they trapped 

as if on a deserted island trapped, and no one knows yer there 

except, it’s all over the news so we all know you’re there 

but, yer still treated like, nobody knows you’re there 

because, Military occupation, 

gaurds sittin there - playing cards 

While the peoples still waitin 

For supplies, now supplies is piling up 

“just put it over there with the rest of the stuff” 

but why? You got guns, let’s disperse it 

nah, it’s too dangerous, you’ll get hurt kid 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

Water, essential to existence 

After hours without water I be losin my mind 

So imagine laying there with no water for some time 

Time, moves in slow motion 

Imagine days, now days turn into ten 

And then, let’s give up searching, 

cuz nobody can survive past then 

Right? And then, Twenty se-ven 

days later, a man found alive! 

Reporters say “he seems to be dazed and confused” 



Hmmm…I wonder why? And I’m 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

Hysterical and heartbroken 

Is there a God? 

The fact that things could be worse 

No longer comforting 

I’m rummaging, thru memories and seeing suffering 

It doesn’t get, much worse than this especially 

When you know that it woulda be switched if they was rich 

And they was. 

The pearl of the world 

The most prosperous, place 

Funding francs in France fast forward to now, 

the poorest in the West 

But Rich: because they are in spirit, 

cuz the spirits of the ancestors call and they hear it 

A pact with the devil? I don’t think so 

ILL legitmate reasons for reality 

let’s take it back, way back, to trace all this tragedy 

Breaking News : In The Beginning - Before it became ground zero for 
European Colonization in the Americas, Keskeya, with its 5 Nations, called 

the island: Ayiti - inhabited by Tainos, then Europeans came exposed 
disease and slavery to those 

Tainos or Arawaks, and now they is dying, 

So bring in some Africans 



Little did they know, 

they was messin with some “So called savages” 

Like Toussaint L’Overture, Dessaline and Boukman 

The Bwa Kyima, Written in blood, bringing 

Fire in the Cane / Out of the Ashes (x3) 

Out of the ashes, Out of the ashes 
Avengers of the New World, When We Ruled 

Overthrowin’ Napoleon with African slaves 

Kicked his ass back to France 

Now Americas saved. From the evil empire, or is it? 

Check the flag they ripped the white out 

To claim their existence 

So why then? is Haiti the poorest in the West? 

Well, After beatin out the French 

Forced to payback with money, not dollars and cents 

But gold! The Big Payback, this is worst story told 

but at the same time the best 

a slave revolution that was a success! 

The 1st black republic, inspiring oppressed. 

A call to freedom all across the world, blessed from 

Fire in the Cane / Out of the Ashes (x3) 

Out of the ashes, Out of the ashes 

 

 

 



Real Folks Know It As The East Side 

Hardscrabble to Snow Town 

The Heights to the hotel, 

& Randall Square. 

Lippit Hill & Mt. Hope, I'll take you there 

These are names placed on neighborhoods with little care, 

to the residents, residing in the homes built there. 

Oldest Black neighborhood 

in the history books that we need to create 

to tell the children back in the days, 

it wasn't great; 

but it surely was a close knit community. 

In Africa, they say it takes a village 

to raise a child - 

the East Side was a village 

until the tunnel was installed (1908) 

splitting sections like a funnel. 

Only, making things smaller. 

Bit by bit, piece by piece 

the whole East 

got compartmentalized by the beast. 

Of gentri---fication. 

College Hill and the Brown family 

Figures, echoes of slavery 

surround this little town. 



Riots and removal, 

of the people who were proud. 

Land grab, 

Stolen moments still taken. 

Vacant, they tried to scare the free Blacks, 

by torching their homes. 

East Side Urban Renewal 

the label placed on those 

projects, that were promised to those 

they pushed out, forced out, 

some never to return… 

1968 

Mt. Hope Rehabilitation Project 

(Redevelopment plan) 

“Family relocation service” 

East Side “Renewal” Project 

Renewed for whom? 

while who live in the projects? 

Mt. Hope, a small pocket, of poverty 

surrounded by the wealthiest and Brown University 

Gentrified streets under regentrification 

The red lines combine to cause more separation. 

East Side — South Side, Chad Brown 

They shoot each other down 

even tho they skin is brown. 



East Side, South Side, Chad Brown 

They shoot each other down 

yet they from the same town. 

 

The collective memory of music good vibes. 

Fond memories, of music and moods 

The Jazz and the Blues notes gave hope from the tunes 

They played and they sang 

as if there was no rules. 

From gospel to rock n roll, rhythm and blues. 

The Osborne family the Hector's, Tavares 

Local talents made it big and still repped Providence 

Celebrity Club, Carl's Diggins, Skippy Whites 

I used to jump on the bus to North Main day and night. 

Carriage House, now called Everett (Co. Stage & School), 

Hip Hop don't stop be--cause it is heaven sent. 

 

 



Busy Bee 

Blessings to all 

Because in this brawl 

We will not fall 

But beware of the bling bling because 

Souls below are bleeding from the bottom of the ocean while 

Bell’s faces at the bottom of the well will not be forgotten. 

We will save the babies and the brethren 

then the enemy will soon be beaten. 

With my bluest iris I breeze between bamboo and 

bounce through obstacle with 

Bittersweet beats and beautiful brakes then bless you, 

With the brazen brontosaurus bones where broken promises 

have become clones 

And strong winds blow echoes, those, 

bows’ and bows’ and bows’ 

Are they, secret codes? Or quite becoming? 

Or monotonously boring? 

I bust bee stings, behind the bats wings and bear hug the thugs 

who bust buckshots in clubs 

cuz they bamboozled us. 

but we be ready to break down the barriers they blasphemous 

while I’m breaking through the limits 

bustin lips with bootstraps we soul clap 

then bring it back to battle raps with 



balance beams of light 

reflect off both the shadow of ya soul and also braids of corn rows 

we break fast for breakfast break bread at barbecues 

choking on barbed wire brews that back fire 

before bands begin to play the blues 

then, backlash sets in and, we begin to burn barbarians 

who claim that they be civilized 

but they is really undercover Babylonians 

we bludgeoning their bloodlines and blocking off their frontlines 

blockading bullish biting flesh with 

boas poison constricting their gazing 

blinding double visions while our third is settin in 

with one blink of an eyelid 

bless our kind that’s born in higher consciousnesses eyes 

and after camouflaging for some time, they still be blatant 

blasting off because we bit enough for us to chew 

and plus our birthright, is balance, 

but our bite is sharp there’s no mistakin’ 

whether you believe beyond the books or not will be your placement; 

trapped down in the basement, 

look beneath the rock around the corner in the tree bark 

book bible bhagavadgita Buddha teachings 

better breathing techniques 

beneath the surface 

beings rise inside the Bengal tigers stripes but within beams of light, 



they still be blinded by our beckons so 

we be bending rules, but then they belt us with their billy clubs 

meanwhile, who benefits from their wishes 

inside the box they push us in but we don’t fit so 

who belongs where, 

we’ll simply just bulldoze them in there and then!? 

Who will bow down to being better in the blink of disaster don’t, 

hide behind the binary which, weaves in and out but ties in  

the threads of skin and melanin to ultimately separate 

so they can brag but, 

I be getting brain blizzards, insteada brain storms and 

I believe that, when we began - 

We were being human not, humans being man meaning 

white plans that bind the land and bald businessmen 

Who hold out fake hands and benefit from browns and tans 

Black hands with red lands  

While, drums are beating bloodstreams of heartbeats that  

We keep deep inside our souls from ancestor’s thrones 

Best not let them leak, into the mouth of the beast 

Because his mark will decrease, bringing quicker defeat. 

We must deceive the bearer of the barcode 

Babylon has scarred the stars behind bars 

But there is still time left, 

 I believe it to be best, if we, form strong bullet proof vests and 

Bonds that can’t be broken like the spirits of the ancients. 



Be brave, but not for this home place; 

Brave for the well being of the planet, 

and the entire, human, race 

For freedom.  

BELIEVE 
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